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_._,,,_v_.,� fL/ghang6g.9e«Mo Installation Instructions for:9206-48

1- Junction box
(not supplied)

2 - Crossbar 
3 - Crossbar screw 

(not supplied) 
4 - Canopy Lock 
5 - Canopy 
6 - Metal Ring Chain 
7 - Ground Wire 
8 - Canopy Loop 
9 - Electric Main 
10 - Junction Cap 
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Use an authorized and certified electrician for consultation and installation.Electrician must be familiar with commercial-type applications of very heavychandeliers.2. The screws need to be screwed into a solid support structure inside the ceiling,which would require professional installation.3. This fixture has been rated for 40-watt maximum E12 standard bulb.4. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage.5. The manufacturer and distributor accepts no liability for incorrect installation.6. For indoor use only.7. Keep away from children.
WARNINGS: 1. Turn off electricity supply at main circuit panel before installing. Do not connectelectricity supply until your ceiling light is fully assembled and installed.2. All wires are connected. Do not remove the ceiling light from its packaging bypulling on the power cord, as a bad connection may result.3. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off theceiling light and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb. Do not touch bulb whenfixture is turned on or look directly at light bulb. Keep flammable materials awayfrom light bulb.4. Deviation from instructions may result in a risk of fire or electric shock.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: General material: Metal & Crystal Height: 31" Weight: 60 lbs 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Diameter: 48" Grounded / Hardwired 1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic covering.2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the ceiling light will be installed.3. Install the Canopy Set, Chain and Crossbar, do not tighten.4. Detach the top plate from the fixture by loosening the screws at the edges.Then, attach the bending arms in the manner as shown on the diagram, threadingthe pipes through the holes on the plate and tightening with included nuts. Fastenthe top plate to the fixture with the included screws once all bending arms havebeen attached.5. Afterwards, open the included metal sphere and attach the top end of thebending arms to the metal sphere and tighten with the screws. One of the bendingarms contains the electrical wires.6. Thread the wires from the attached arm and pass through the straight threadedpipe extending out from the top of the metal sphere before closing the metal sphere after all bending arms have been attached. 7. Connect the ground wire from the fixture to the ground junction box wire (usuallythe green or bare wire) with a wire nut and wrap the connection with electricaltape. Connect the neutral wire to the neutral junction box wire (usually white orribbed) with a plastic wire nut and wrap the connection with electrical tape.8. Move canopy up to the ceiling, then fasten the canopy nut lock.9. Fasten light bulbs to the sockets inside the body.10. Dress the fixture with the included crystal set, attaching (A) Crystals to the setof holes on the top edge of the frame, and the (B) Crystal spheres to bottom layerof fixture, as shown.11. Restore power to the junction box and test ceiling light fixture.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Make sure that the power is turned off and bulb has cooled before handling.2. Wipe clean with a dry cloth or feather duster to remove dust.3. If dust does not wipe off, remove the dirty crystals and soak in cleaning solutionsfor 20 minutes, then leave to air dry overnight. Do not return crystals to fixturewhile wet. Do not use corrosive or ammonia-based cleaners.A- 76mm+30mm Crystal Coffen (Qty 86)

B- 30mm Crystal Sphere (Qty 216)
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(Note: Attach B Crystals First)


